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‘Oh, Inverted World’ may be familiar to fans of indie music as the title of The Shins debut album, however, it 
is also a fair summation of our views on the world and investment markets. Fed officials are gathered at 
Jackson Hole determining what’s best for the US economy, the ECB is buying every corporate bond they can 
find at any price and the Australian Parliament is resuming, convinced they can be the engine of economic 
growth and stave off any downturn.  None contemplate that they may be the source of low growth rather 
than the panacea for it.  As focus heightens on the limits and unintended consequences of unconventional 
monetary policy, economists now believe the solution lies in more aggressive fiscal policy.  History shows 
governments not to be the most effective spenders in the economy, so forgive us if we retain some cynicism 
on this course of action.    
 
When we analyse a business, real growth which investors so voraciously demand, can only emanate from 
two sources; either returns must improve on the existing business/stock of capital, or it must reinvest at 
acceptable positive rates of return.  Funding this growth requires the retention of earnings (saving), as 
growing without capital implies perpetually rising returns (which doesn’t happen in real life).  This is a 
mathematical outcome.  The same laws are true for economies overall.  This is why ultra-low and negative 
interest rates are such an insane idea.  It is also why the consensus expectation of stable but low growth for 
the foreseeable future is an unlikely outcome in our view.  Low or negative growth is an outcome of either 
falling returns on existing capital or unproductive investment, or both.  As we use lower interest rates, 
central bank asset purchases or any other mechanism to inflate the price of debt, housing stock, the stock 
market or the value of a business, we are lowering the future return.  As rates of return approach zero, or 
turn negative, as is the case on many bonds, further reinvestment at this rate will eventually turn the growth 
rate negative.  As such, the very action of artificially trying to stimulate consumption and investment at rates 
of return which are unacceptably low, may be the factor which ensures we do not have stable (even if low) 
growth.  Scott Morrison may not want his kids to know what a recession is, however, policymakers believing 
they can eliminate business cycles is a fairly certain way to ensure they will.  The involvement of 
governments and interest rates in increasingly distorting and damaging this process of productive 
reinvestment across a range of sectors is perhaps best illustrated with reference to a number of the results 
and our discussions with management over the past month.  In our view, it is also the source of significant 
opportunity, as the propensity to extrapolate the status quo in valuations, regardless of whether artificially 
depressed or artificially buoyant, is the source of opportunity.  
 
Insurance companies are front and centre when it comes to the impact of interest rate distortion, as they are 
obligated to invest in low risk assets to match insurance liabilities.  The QBE Insurance (-7.7%) result typified 
the global environment.  Insurance companies used to underwrite on the basis that the time lag between 
receiving premiums and paying claims would allow them to earn an investment return.  When combined 
with an underwriting profit (aiming to ensure premiums were greater than claims and expenses), this 
allowed reasonable profitability.  As purveyors of financial capital, insurers now find the world awash with 
excess capital, resulting in ever greater risk for ever lower returns.  Combined with virtually zero investment 
return, profitability is under intense pressure, even in a benign catastrophe environment.  Whilst Suncorp (-
2.6%) and IAG (-8.0%) are more insulated due to domestic personal lines franchises which effectively stymie 
price competition, their commercial businesses are feeling the pressure.  It also means they are increasingly 
becoming insurance distributors and claims managers as reinsurers provide much of the capital supporting 
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the industry for little or no return.  With longer dated liabilities, life insurers are under even greater pressure, 
highlighted in the results of AMP (-7.1%) and major banks.  Their response to the liability mismatch which 
accompanies declining interest rates is undoubtedly a factor exacerbating the rush into perceived long 
duration and low risk bonds and equities, however, there is little doubt that the benefit declines and price 
increases which must eventually accompany an environment of negligible investment return poses serious 
challenges for the industry. 
 
As always, the government directed quagmire which is the healthcare industry led the way when it comes to 
economic distortions.  When a census proves too challenging, coordinating an industry as convoluted as 
healthcare is going to leave you in more trouble than Burke and Wills.  Medibank Private (-12.4%) are 
evidencing the increasing difficulty in extracting increasingly unaffordable insurance premiums (I prefer to 
call it tax, given the community rating process dictates that it is actually young people being forced to pay for 
the hospital treatment of the elderly) which they then distribute to private hospitals such as Ramsay 
Healthcare (+5.3%) and Healthscope (+3.4%). The continued enjoyment of rising volumes and rising prices 
given the absence of any effective forces driving competition or productivity gain has been reflected in 
buoyant share prices. It is clear the already high returns being earned operators such as Ramsay are being 
extrapolated into the future given multiples of 20 times EBIT and more than 30 times earnings.  We remain 
extremely wary of extrapolating ever higher returns for a business which already exhibits super profitability, 
earns virtually none of its profits in free markets and benefits from payers and governments convinced that 
constraining supply is the best way to control outlays, not to mention the aggressive use of financial 
leverage.  We won’t even start on drug and medical device pricing, which again, results in outsized 
profitability and returns emanating from socialized pricing.  When consumers believe a hepatitis C drug 
which costs $20,000 a dose actually costs $6, it shouldn’t come as an enormous surprise that demand is a 
little stronger than at the true cost.  Supporting these outsized returns will become increasingly difficult as 
the ever increasing costs must exert correspondingly negative forces on other sectors of the 
economy.  Economic distortion doesn’t come for free.  The ever present risks in the juxtaposition of sectors 
with implied long term growth and stability with an accompany reliance on government policy were evident 
in the aged care sector.  Estia Health (-32.9%), Gateway Lifestyle (-18.5%), Japara Healthcare (-17.0%) and 
Regis Healthcare (-11.2%) highlighted that unidirectional pricing and funding assumptions are not always 
guaranteed.   
 
Whilst we could cite other examples of ongoing and increasing distortion, it is perhaps worth touching on 
another glaring anomaly we see in market pricing; one prevalent far more in the mid and small cap end of 
the market.  It is that of business duration.  Discounted cash flow remains one of the weapons of mass 
destruction most readily available to financial analysts, due to the ease with which it facilitates a generic 
assumption that every business exists in perpetuity. Additionally, where recent experience has been 
favourable, this invariably provides the anchor for assuming this experience into perpetuity.  A cursory 
examination of the facts would suggest the probability of businesses existing in perpetuity is neither high nor 
uniform.  Perversely, as discount rates move ever lower, the importance of this duration continues to 
elevate.  We often hear claims that scarcity of growth in the current environment should elevate the prices 
investors are prepared to pay for it.  Stocks such as Domino’s Pizza (+1.2%), Aconex (-20.1%) and Cochlear 
(+6.2%) would suggest investors are embracing this theory.  We are not sure this logic is mathematically 
sound.  The ability to grow quickly generally stems from either minimal capital employed or aggressive price 
increases.  Few businesses sustain very high long term volume growth at stable or increasing prices.  The 
corollary of these attributes is that high short term growth usually comes at the expense of duration.  There 
will always be exceptions (e.g. Google), but they are exceptions.  The cost of growth can often be masked 
(e.g. using franchisees to bear much of the capital cost of growth), however, the economics of the entire 
value chain still matter. Many of the darlings of mid and small cap markets of recent years have been of this 
‘capital light’ variety.  Our examination of the historic paths of profitability and returns in this area tends to 
reveal a pattern of rise and fall, rather than rise and rise then stabilize in perpetuity.  We feel the hiccups for 
stocks such as Blackmores (-21.5%), APN Outdoor (-34.9%) and Surfstitch (-33.3%) should be reminders of 
the importance of business durability to value in an environment in which infatuation with short term growth 
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has become manic.  They may be unfashionable, but long dated mine lives of businesses like Rio Tinto and 
BHP Billiton, or global pallet pooling businesses like Brambles with very high entry barriers might not have 
the short term growth of these ‘capital light’ peers, but evidence and analysis would suggest they are far 
more likely to be long duration assets than many of the ‘capital light’ peers in technology and consumer 
discretionary areas which are currently winning the popularity contest. 
 
Outlook 
 
The aforementioned distortions which remain as prevalent as ever are amplifying the headwinds for some 
businesses and the tailwinds for others.  This is likely to both enhance volatility and severely impact the 
usefulness of traditional valuation measures such as price earnings ratios, not to mention the discounted 
cash flow models used by those expert in the art of extrapolation.  By way of example, the current price 
earnings ratio for Rio Tinto of around 18 times, reflects a return on equity of about 7% while a price earnings 
ratio of 32 times earnings just reported for CSL reflects a return on equity of 45%.  Whilst we believe CSL is 
both an extremely well managed and positioned business, the valuation unarguably reflects the maintenance 
of very high returns, which are in turn, supported by governments choosing to fund high drug prices with 
taxpayer’s money.  Rio Tinto operates extremely long duration asset in markets without similar regulatory 
dependence and at valuation levels which clearly reflect the maintenance of exceedingly mediocre 
returns.  Whilst the management of large resource companies of recent years would leave us inclined to 
write a very large cheque to the CSL management team should they develop a predilection for running a 
resource company, the attractions of very good quality, long duration assets at attractive prices outweigh 
this frustration.  For those willing to look past current distortions and embrace duration rather than 
immediate earnings satisfaction, we believe opportunities are still relatively abundant despite market levels 
which remain artificially buoyant. 
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